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For the 1960 film, see Dialogue with the Carmelites. Dialogues de Carmelitest Opera Francis Poulencelin Rombo as Sister Blanche in a 2011 production at the Royal Swedish OperaTranslationDialog CarmelitesLebraithsLebelistSLembretistLanguageFrenisers onDialogs Carmesbit George BernanosPremier 26 January
1957 (1957-01-26) La Scala, La Scala, Milan (in Italian) Carmelite Dialogues (Carmelite Dialogues) is an opera in three acts divided into twelve scenes with a linkage of orchestral interludes, with the music and libretto of Francis Poulenc, completed in 1956. The composer's second opera, Poulenc wrote the libretto after
working with the same name of George Bernanos. The opera tells a fictional version of the story of the martyrs of Compiegne, the Carmelite nuns who in 1794 in the last days of the reign of terror during the French Revolution were guillotines in Paris for refusing to give up their calling. The world premiere of the opera
took place (in Italian translation) on January 26, 1957 in La Scala in Milan. The Franco-language version premiered in Paris on June 21, 1957. The English-language premiere in the United States took place in San Francisco in September 1957. The development of Bernanos was hired in 1947 to write a dialogue for the
film script, through Raymond-Leopold Bruckberger and screenwriter Philippe Agostini, based on the novella Die Letzte am Schafott (literal translation, The Last on Scaffold or Song on Scaffold, published by the title of English translation) by Gertrude von Le Fort. The story is based on the story of the martyrs Of
Compiegne in the monastery of the Carmelite nuns in Compiegne, northern France, after the French Revolution, particularly in 1794, during the state seizure of the monastery's assets. He traces the fictional path from 1789 to these events, when the nuns of the Carmelite Order were guillotines. The script was deemed
unsatisfactory for the film. Bernanos died on July 5, 1948. The manuscript was later found by his literary artist Albert Begin. To help the Bernanos family, Begin tried to publish the work and sought von Le Fort's permission to publish. In January 1949, she agreed and donated her portion of the royalties because of her, as
the creator of the original story, to Bernano's widow and children. However, von Le Fort requested that Bernanos' work be called differently than her own story. As the title for Bernanos's work, which was published in 1949, Begin chose the Carmelite Dialogues. A German translation of the work, Die begnadete Angst
(Blessed Fear), was published in 1951, and the production of Die begnadete Angst this year saw the production of Die begnadete Angst. The french stage premiered in May 1952 at the Eberto Theatre. The genesis of the opera was in 1953. Wallmann took her husband, President Ricordi, who was a publishing firm to
Poulenc, to see Bernano's play in Vienna. She asked Pouleenka to write an oratorio for her; through a commission from Ricordi, he began working as an opera. Wallman eventually produced the premiere of Poulenc's La Scala and later directed the 1983 revival in Covent Garden. Around the same time, M. Valcarengi
turned to Poulenc with the commission for the ballet La Scala in Milan. Separately, Poulenc saw Bernano's play, but Ricordi's proposal gave impetus to adapting the subject as an opera. Poulenc began adapting the lyrics of Bernanos in the spring and summer of 1953, and composed music in August 1953. In October
1953, Poulenc learned of a literary rights dispute between Begin and the American writer Emmett Lavery, who had previously received all the rights to her theatrical adaptation of von Le Fort's novel in April-May 1949. This was not regardless of the discussion concluded in January 1949 between Buegin and von Le Fort.
A two-year dispute over literary rights between Bugin and Lavery reached the arbitration of the jury from the Paris Societe de Author. On July 20, 1954, this jury unanimously ruled against Lavery and ordered Bernanos' heirs to pay Lavery 100,000 FF for past breaches of contract. In addition, the ruling required Bernano's
heirs to pay Lavery for all future productions of the Carmelite Dialogues, 15% royalties from English-language productions and 10% of productions in all other languages. Poulenc closed his opera in March 1954, in light of his understanding of the Bugin-Lavery dispute. After the July 1954 decision, separate negotiations
were held between Begin and Lavery, through his agent Marie Shebeko, on the rights and fees that allowed Poulenc to write his opera. The official agreement was dated March 30, 1955, and recognized Bernanos, Lavery, von Le Fort, Bruckberger and Agostini. Conditions stipulated that Poulenc's opera was adapted
from Bernanos with the permission of Mr. Emmett Lavery, with Lavery listed in the credits after Bernanos and up to von Le Fort, without any contribution material by Lavery to the libretto. Poulenc then resumed work on the opera and completed it in October 1955. At this time, Poulenc again made a commitment to
spirituality and Roman Catholicism, although he was openly gay and the church officially opposed homosexuality. Opera critic Alan Rich believes Poulenc's fears about France's suffering after World War II, as she tried to reconcile issues related to the Holocaust, German occupation and the Resistance, were subtext in
the opera. Wullmann worked closely with Poulenc during the composition process and in the development of the structure, and later when she re-delivered productions in other theaters. The libretto is unusually deep in its psychological study of the contrasting characters of Mother Maria de l'Incarnation and Blanche de la
Silas. Rodney Milnes describes Bernanos' text as concise and clear, and that like all good libretto he offers much more than he states. Poulenc's analysis put his libretto mostly on recitative. His own religious sensibilities are particularly evident in the a cappella setting of Ave Maria's Act II, Scene II, and Ave verum



enclosure in Act II, Scene IV. During the final table of the opera that takes place at The Place de la Nation, the distinct sound of the down-to-a-half guillotine blade is heard repeatedly over the orchestra and the singing of the nuns, who are taken one by one until only Soeur Constance and Blanche de La Sila remain.
Poulenz acknowledged his duty to Musorgsky, Monteverdi, Verdi and Debussy in his dedication to the opera, with the occasional remark: You must forgive my Carmelites. It seems they can only sing tonal music. Music critic Anthony Tommasini commented on the opera: Pulenka's subtle and intricate tonal language
takes turns with hymns and haunts. Although scored for a large orchestra, instruments are often used in small groups selected for specific effects and dyes. The most distinctive element of the score, however, is its wonderfully natural vocal writing, which reflects the rhythms and lyrical flow of the libretto in eloquent music,
which hardly attracts attention but lingers with you. Opera historian Charles Osborne wrote: The inexorable dramatic movement of the work is impressive, and in the final scene, in which the nuns march to the guillotine, chanting Regina Salve, is extremely touching. Poulenc also found a simple and effective style with
which to promote scenes of monastic life without monotony. Philip Hensher commented on the unique place of this opera in its depiction of monastic life: ... unlike any other opera about nuns, she finds room for a serious discussion about religion and the work of divine grace, which is never saccharine or merely
comforting: how hard it is to be good, how not to be sure of the rewards of virtue. The history of The Performance by Poulenc expressed a common desire that the opera be performed in the local language of the local public. Thus, the opera was first performed in an Italian translation to La Scala on January 26, 1957, with
the Romanian soprano Virginia Seeani as Blanche. The original French version premiered on June 21 of the same year at the National Theatre of Paris (now the National Theatre of Paris), where Poulenc chose the Parisian cast, which included Denise Duvall (Blanche de la Force), Rugin Crespin (Madame Lidoine), Rita
Gorr (Mother Marie) and Liliane Burton (Sister Constance). U.S. premiere months later, on September 20, in English, at the San Francisco Opera House; It featured the opera stage debut of Leontin Price (as Madame Lidin). The opera was first performed in New York on March 3, 1966, in a production of the New York
Opera. John Dexter's revival at the Metropolitan Opera in 2019 was broadcast in a high-definition may 11-2019. The opera is one of a relatively small number of works after Puccini that have never lost their place in the international repertoire. Roles Role Voice Type World premiere (sung in Italian)World premiere cast26
January 1957 (Milan) (conductor: Nino Sanzono) Premiere of the original French versionFranch premiere cast21 June 1957 (Paris) (conducted by Pierre Dervaux) Marquis de la Force baritone Scipio Colombo Xavier Debras de la Force, his son tenor Nicola Fiacuridi Jean Giraudeau Blanche de la Sila / Sister Blanche
Agony of Christ, his daughter soprano Virginia seeani Denise Duval Thierry, footman baritone Armando Manelli Michel Forel Madame de Croissi, Priory Monastery Contralto Gianna Pederini Denise Charliet Sister Constance Constants young novice soprano Eugenia Ratti Javelinot, the doctor of the baritone Carlo
Gasperini Max Conti Madame Lidin / Mother Marie St. Augustine , the new backer of the soprano Leila Genser Regin Crespin Mother of Jean's Holy Child Jesus, The oldest nun contralto Vittoria Palombini Janine Fourier Sister Matilda mezzo-soprano Fiorenza Cossotto Gisele Desmoutiers Chaplain of the Monastery
tenor Alvino Manelli Michel Forel First Commissioner tenor Antonio Pirino Rafael Romagnoni Second Commissioner baritone Arturo La Porta Charles Charles Officer baritone Michele prisoners 1789-94 Time: During the French Revolution Act 1 Against the establishment of the French Revolution, when crowds stop
wagons on the street and aristocrats are attacked, the pathologically timid Blanche de la Sila decides to retreat from the world and enter the Carmelite monastery. The mother-of-one informs her that the Carmelite Order is not a refuge; the duty of the nuns to protect the Order, not the other way around. In the convent, the
chattering Sister Constance tells Blanche (to her horror) that she dreamed that the two of them would die young together. The pryorate, which dies, obliges Blanche to the care of Marie's mother. The high-bee mother leaves her life in great agony, screaming in her delirium that, despite her many years of service to God,
He abandoned her. Blanche and Mother Marie, who witnessed her death, are shocked. Act 2 Sister Constance remarked to Blanche that the death of a priori seemed unworthy of her, and suggests that was given the wrong death as one would give the wrong coat in the wardrobe. She said that maybe someone else
would find death surprisingly easy. Maybe we're dying not only for ourselves, but for each other. Blanche's brother, Chevalier de la Silas, arrives to announce that their father thinks Blanche should leave the monastery because she is not safe there (being both an aristocrat and a member of the religious community,
during the anti-aristocracy and anti-clericalism in the growing revolutionary tides). Blanche refuses, saying that she found happiness in the Order of the Carmelites. She later confesses to Marie's mother that it is the fear (or fear of fear of herself, as Chevalier expresses it) that keeps her from leaving. The chaplain
announces that he has been forbidden to preach (presumably for not being a juror under the Civil Constitution of the clergy). The nuns celebrate how fear rules the country, and no one has the courage to side with the priests. Sister Constance asks: Are there any men left to come to the country's aid? When there are not
enough priests, the martyrs erupt, the new Mother-First responds. Mother Mary says that the Carmelites can save France by giving their lives, but the Mother-Supreme corrects her: it is not allowed to choose to become a martyr; God decides who will be martyred. A police officer comes and announces to the community
that the Legislative Assembly has nationalized the monastery and its property, and nuns must abandon their religious habits. When Marie's mother is connivable, the officer taunts her for wanting to dress like everyone else. She replies that the nuns will continue to serve, no matter how they are dressed. The people don't
need servants, the officer arrogantly proclaims. No, but they have a great need for martyrs, responds Marie's mother. In times like these, death is nothing, he says. There is nothing in life, she replies, when she is so humiliated. Law 3 In the absence of a new a priori, Mother Marie invites nuns to make a vow of
martyrdom. However, everyone must agree, otherwise Marie's mother will not insist. A secret ballot is being held; there is one dissenting voice. Sister Constance states that she was a dissenter and that she changed her mind so that the vow could continue. Blanche runs away from the monastery, and Marie's mother
goes to look for her, finding her in her father's library. Her father was a guillotine, and Blanche was forced to serve her former servants. The nuns are all arrested and sentenced to death, but Marie's mother is on the sidelines during her arrest. After receiving the news, the chaplain tells Mother Mary when they meet again
that because God has decided to deliver her, she cannot voluntarily become a martyr by joining others in prison. At the execution site, one nun after another stands and slowly processes to the guillotine, as all Salve Regina (Hello, Holy queen). At the last moment, Blanche appears, to Constance's delight, to join her
condemned sisters. Seeing all the other nuns executed as she mounts the scaffold, Blanche sings the final stanza of Veni Creator Spiritus, Deo Patri sit gloria..., a Catholic hymn traditionally used in taking oaths in the religious community and offering her life to God. Recordings Audio Denise Duval, Regin Crespin,
Denise Charly, Lillian Burton, Rita Gorr, Xavier Depras, Paul Finel, Michel Forel, Louis Rialland, Janine Fourier, Gisele Desmoutiers, et al; Orchestra and choir of the National de Paris; Pierre Dervo, conductor (HMV/EMI/Warner Classics) Catherine Dubosque, Michel Seneshal, Francois le Roux, Rita Gorr, Jose van Dam,
Rachel Jacar, Martin Dupuis, etc.; Orchestra and choir of the Lyon Opera; Kent Nagano, conductor (Virgin Classics) Catherine Win-Davies, Ashley Holland, Peter Widdd, Gary Coward, Felicity Palmer, Josephine Barstow, Orla Boylan, Sarah Tynan, Jane Powell, Anne Marie Gibbons, Ryland Davis, William Berger, James
Edwards, Roland Wood, Toby Stafford-Allen, David Stevenson; Orchestra and choir of the English National Opera; Paul Daniel, conductor (Chandos, titled Carmelites, sing in English) Sally Matthews, Deborah Polaski, Heidi Brunner, Michelle Bridt, Hendrik van Kerkhov, Yann Beuron, Magdalena Anna Hoffmann, Krista
Ratzenbeck, Jargen Sacher, et al.; The Vienna Symphony Orchestra and the Arnold Schoenberg Choir; Bertrand de Billy, conductor (Oehms Classics) Videos by Isobel Buchanan, Heather Begg, Joan Sutherland, Lonely Coppel, Anne-Marie McDonald, Richard Grieger, Paul Ferris, Jeffrey Chard et al; Choir and
Orchestra of Opera Australia; Richard Boninge, conductor; Elijah Moshinsky, director (Kultur, 1984, sung in English) Anne-Sophie Schmidt, Patricia Petivon, Nadine Denise, Lawrence Dale, etc.; Choir of the National Opera Rin and the Oestrov Philharmonic of Strasbourg; Jan Latham-Koenig, conductor; Mart Keller,
director (Arthaus, 1998) Dagmar Schellenberger, Anya Silla, Barbara Dever, Laura Aikin, Gwynne Geyer, Gordon Gitz, Christopher Robertson, Mario Bolognese et al, choir and orchestra La Scala, Milan; Riccardo Muti, conductor; Robert Carsen, director (TDK, 2007) Alexia Vulgaridou, Katherine Harris, Ann
Schwanevillems, Gabriele Schnaut, Jana Buchner, Nikolai Schlkoff, Wolfgang Schoene, etc.; Hamburg Philharmonic Orchestra and Choir of the Hamburg State Opera; Simone Young, conductor; Nikolaus Lenhoff, director (Arthaus, 2010) Susan Gritton, Sylvie Brunet, Soyle Isokoski, Suzanne Resmark, Helen Gilmett,
Bernard Richter, Alain Vernes et al,, Bavarian State Orchestra and Choir; Kent Nagano, conductor; Dmitry Chernyakov, director (Bel Air Classiques, 2011) Veronica Gens, Sophie Koch, Sandrine Piau, Patricia Petivon, Rosalind Plowright, Topi Et al.; Philharmonic Orchestra and Choir of the Champs-Elysees Theatre;
Jeremy Rhoerer, conductor; Olivier Pye, director (Erato, 2014) Links Notes and Taubman, Howard (1957-09-23). Opera: Poulenc Work; 'Carmelites Has a U.S. Premiere on the Coast. The New York Times. Received 2016-07-21. a b c d e Milnes R. Carmelite Dialogues. 3 Radio 3 Magazine, April 1983, page 21-23. a b c
Gendre, Claude, The Literary Fate of the Sixteen Carmelite Martyrs Of Compiegne and the role of Emmett Lavery. Renaissance, 48.1, p. 37-60 (autumn 1995). Gendre, Claude, The Dialogues of the Carmelites: Historical Background, Literary Destiny and the Genesis of Opera, by Francis Poulenc: Music, Art and
Literature (Sydney Buckland and Miriam Chimenes, editors). Ashgate (Aldershot, United Kingdom), ISBN 1859284078, page 287 (1999). Several reviews mistakenly identified Lavery as the author of the libretto. Please see the Talk page for examples. a b c d Osborne, Charles (2004). An opera lover's companion. Yale
University Press. New York magazine. 10 (8). February 21, 1977. b Tommasini, Anthony (2004). The New York Times Essential Library: Opera: Critic's Guide to the 100 Most Important Works and Best Recordings. Times Books. Hensher, Philip (2001-03-02). Blue nuns. Keeper. Received 2016-07-21. Wills, Harry (1977-
03-03). Martyrdom at the Met. New York Review of Books. Received 2016-07-21. John von Rein (2007-02-19). The Dialogue of the Carmelite Dialogue pierces the heart. Chicago Tribune. Received 2016-06-26. Holland, Bernard (2004-10-14). In the grim fate of 16 nuns, exploring the end waiting for us all. The New York
Times. Received 2016-07-21. Harold K. Schoenberg (March 4, 1966). Music: Carmelite Dialogue; Poulenc's work is finally given by the city opera. The New York Times. Sources Hell, Henri, Les Dialogues de Carmelita, liner notes the recording on cd EMI No. 7493312. Poulenc, Francis, Carmelite Dialogues - Libretto,
original text and English translation. Ricordi and Belvin Mills Publishing Corporation, Melville, N.J. 1957, 1959. External Links Summary: Carmelite Dialogues on the metopera.org San Francisco Opera Archive page of the 1957 US premiere of opera performances extracted from dialogues of the carmelites libretto pdf.
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